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The time has come to say goodbye to blue wrap — that
royal blue wrapping material used in medical facilities
during the sterilization process.
That decades-old method of readying surgical
instruments for sterilization places an undue burden on
both operating room nurses, surgical technicians, and
sterile processing department personnel.
Individually wrapping trays was a system developed at a
time when surgeons performed far fewer surgeries. Back
then, no one had even dreamed of procedures such as
total joint replacements.
Blue wrap is the least cost-effective sterilization method,
generating substantial amounts of waste that is not
recyclable.
In terms of staff satisfaction, it ranks below other rigid
container methods due to frequent holes that cause
delays, along with finger-pointing about who is to blame.
Operating room staff must lift and hold the trays as the
blue wrap is inspected, creating a higher risk for injury.
More staff and time are required to wrap trays. A
circulating nurse is needed throughout the OR set up, and
wrapping can lead to inconsistent tray identification.
Wrapped individual trays require lengthy drying times.
As many as 10 percent have holes in the wrap, and
reprocessing must be repeated.
With multi-tray sterilization, you never again need to
worry that a hole in blue wrap will cause a delay and
disrupt your schedule or that of your surgeons.
Instrument PODs are an efficient alternative that can
increase throughput and revenue and save hospitals and
ambulatory surgery centers from spending more on blue
wrap.
Are those enough reasons for you to wave goodbye to
blue wrap? 
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Beyond Clean Multi-Tray Sterilization Expert™:

Have more questions? Contact Kelly at: kelly.truppo@turbettsurgical.com



Kelly Truppo is the Product Marketing Director for 
Turbett Surgical with a passion for educating 

customers on their revolutionary Instrument POD, 
a multi-tray sterilization container system that 

safely speeds up the instrument sterilization process 
to help increase SPD and OR efficiency. Kelly has 

multiple years of healthcare experience 
implementing and selling innovative technology to 
hospitals and ASC’s and has been instrumental in 

facilitating the use of multi-tray sterilization 
containers throughout the country. Her efforts are 

focused on safe patient care, positive outcomes, 
providing sustainable solutions, and developing best 

practices specific to customer needs.
 

Stay tuned to her Multi-Tray Sterilization Expert 
Series™ so you can learn more about how industry 
conversations and best practices are impacting this 

unique container process!
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